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Abstract. Incremental forming is an innovative and flexible sheet metal forming technology for

small batch production and prototyping, which does not require any dedicated die or punch to form

a complex shape. This paper investigates the process of single point incremental forming of an

aluminium cone both experimentally and numerically. Finite element models are established to

simulate the process. The output of the simulation is given in terms of final geometry, the thickness

profile of the product and the strain history and distribution during the deformation. Comparison

between the simulation results and the experimental data is made.
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1. Introduction

The incremental sheet forming process has emerged in the past few years as a potential alternative

to conventional sheet metal stamping processes. The process uses a smooth ended tool under

numerical control to create a local indentation in a clamped sheet, and by dragging the point of

contact around the sheet, according to a programmed tool path, a wide variety of shapes may be

formed without the need for specific tooling. The goal of this technology is to meet the increasing

need to produce prototypes and small batch productions at low cost. The advantage of the

incremental forming approach is that it does not require any specialised tooling, and therefore offers

flexibility with short setup times. Two versions of the process have been explored: with and without

a supporting post on the reverse side of the workpiece. This paper will focus on the latter approach,

so-called ‘single point’ incremental forming (SPIF).

Up to now most research efforts in the field of SPIF have been focused on the industrial

applicability of the process and relevant advantages were demonstrated [1-4]. Various shapes have

been achieved using different materials, which enlarges the potential applications of SPIF

technology. In the mean time, some experimental research work has also been carried out to

investigate the deformation mechanism and material behavior during SPIF [5-7]. Apart from

experimental studies, numerical methods have also been applied to analyze the deformation process

and influence of various process parameters [8-13]. However, this process is still in an early stage

of development and requires much more research to better understand the deformation mechanism.

This paper investigates incremental forming of an aluminium cone using the powerful tool of finite

element (FE) analysis, with special emphasis on the evolution of global shape, sheet thickness

distribution and the evolution of plastic strain.

2. Experimental Setup

A three-axis CNC vertical milling machine is used as the platform for the SPIF process. A

cylindrical stylus with a 12.7mm diameter spherical head is placed in the mill spindle. As shown in

figure 1, a 1.2mm thick blank sheet with dimensions of 225x225 mm is supported on a four-sided

steel fixture and clamped rigidly to this fixture with a backing plate containing a 182mm diameter

orifice. The backing plate is used to ensure a clear change of angle when the forming process is

initiated at the sheet surface. A cone with an internal diameter of 180mm will be formed inside the

orifice and truncated at a 40mm depth. During the process, the tool travels at a feed rate of

2000mm/min along a series of circular contours generated transverse to the radial direction of the

cone, as shown in figure 2. After traveling the entire path of one contour, the tool moves deeper in a

stepwise fashion to follow the next contour. This process is repeated until the desired depth is

reached. The proportions of the step are controlled by both the vertical step size from one contour to

the next and also the wall angle Φ of the cone. In the current study, the vertical step size was chosen

as 0.5mm and cones with different wall angles of 50, 60 and 65 degrees were investigated. Anti-



wear hydraulic oil with a viscosity grade of 46 was used as lubricant between the tool and the blank.

The material used is aluminium alloy AA3003 that was fully annealed after cold rolling.

After the cones were made, the geometry of the deformed cones was measured by a laser scanner,

from which the shape of the cross sections as well as the thickness distribution of the cone was

determined. The accuracy of the laser scanner is ±15 micron.

3. Finite Element Modeling

A three-dimensional, elasto-plastic FE model is set up for the simulation of the SPIF process. The

FE package Abaqus/Standard is used in this work [14]. During the SPIF process, due to the

localised deformation around the tool, there is no real symmetry and a model for the whole

geometry should be established. Unfortunately such a simulation is very computationally

demanding. Therefore, in the present study, axisymmetric boundary conditions are assumed for the

blank during the process and a 40-degree pie of the blank is considered in the simplified model.

Figure 3 shows the utilized FE model for the process. The rolling direction coincides with a

symmetry axis, which is the 0-degree section of the meshed blank. A symmetry is also assigned to

the 40-degree section so that the nodes on that section can only stay in that plane. As a result, the

angle of the pie will remain unchanged during the simulation. Brick elements (element type C3D6

and C3D8R in the terminology of Abaqus) are utilized for the blank. The mesh consists of three

layers of elements through the thickness and 2640 elements in each layer. Both the tool and the

backing plate are modeled as rigid surfaces. Coulomb’s friction law is applied with a friction

coefficient of 0.05 describing the friction between the blank and the tool and 0.15 between the blank

and the backing plate. The flow stress curve of the material obtained by tensile tests is

approximated by the Swift law σ=180(ε+0.00109)0.21 (MPa). Anisotropy of the material is not taken

into account in the current model and the isotropic von Mises yield criterion is adopted.

During the simulation, the results of the 20-degree central section of the meshed blank are taken for

further analysis to avoid any end effect due to the use of the partial model.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Geometry of Formed Cones

The geometric accuracy of the formed part is a major concern for the SPIF process. There are two

possible sources for the errors concerning the geometry. Firstly, the tool path is generated

exclusively according to the geometric information specified by the CAD model of the desired part,

where the elastic portion of the deformation is neglected. As a consequence, the springback of the

material could introduce some misfit. Secondly, since there is no proper die supporting the sheet

during the forming process, the material has more freedom to deform, which makes it difficult to

achieve the desired part, especially for complex shapes. Instead of the trial-and-error method, the

FE modeling could be very helpful to improve the tool path design in order to obtain the target

geometry.



In the present study, the simulated final geometry of the cones is compared with experimental

results. Figure 4 shows the inner surfaces of the cones with 50, 60 and 65-degree wall angle. It is

clear that the simulated shapes agree well with the experimental ones in the cone wall region for all

cones. For the cone bottom, the simulated surfaces are deeper than the experimental ones with a

maximum error of about 1.5mm at the center. This difference is probably due to the simplified FE

model, in which only one part of the geometry is considered and the imposed boundary conditions

do not represent the real interaction from neighbouring material. He et al. [12] have reported that a

full model in which the whole blank is meshed without any assigned boundary conditions along the

radial edges provides better results for the cone bottom. It is worth pointing out that elastic

springback after the unloading does exist, especially in the cone bottom. For example, for the 50-

degree cone, the center of the bottom moves up by 0.5mm when the tool is lifted from the blank.

This springback should be taken into account during the tool path design.

4.2. Thickness profile

For conventional SPIF, it is known that the final thickness of the formed part strongly depends on

the wall angle using tool paths as described in figure 2. Presuming volume constancy and a

deformation mode close to plane strain condition occurring during the process, the actual thickness

of the cone wall θ1 for an initial thickness θ0  and a given wall angle φ (figure 2) can be derived by

the so-called sine law:

)90sin(01 φθθ −=            (1)

The sine law, which is originally used in the spinning process [15], assumes a uniform wall

thinning. This is true when the cone wall angle is relatively low. As the wall angle increases, a non-

uniform thinning however takes place, resulting in localised thinning in the cone wall region.

Figure 5 illustrates the predicted and measured sheet thickness for the formed cones with different

wall angles. Firstly, it can be seen that for all cones a quite good agreement with a maximum

difference of less than 0.05mm is reached between the experimental and simulation results.

Secondly, the thickness in the central region of the bottom of the cone remains unchanged, whereas

the thickness in the wall region is reduced drastically. Thirdly, the thickness profile changes when

the wall angle is different. For instance, for the 50-degree cone, the simulated thickness in the wall

region is reduced from 1.2mm to 0.76mm being very close to the sine law value of 0.77mm, and

almost uniform thinning takes place. With an increase of the wall angle, a localised thinning starts

to occur on top of the normal thickness reduction, resulting in a non-uniform wall thinning. As

shown in the figure, when the cone wall angle reaches 60 degrees, the simulated minimum

thickness is about 0.54mm which is nearly 10% thinner than 0.60mm according to the sine law. The

difference between the actual minimum thickness and the sine law value increases further to 16%

for a wall angle of 65 degrees. A similar phenomenon is also observed experimentally for a 70-

degree cone for a similar aluminium sheet [16]. However, despite of the localised thinning, the sine

law is still satisfied for the stationary wall thickness level as shown in the figure. Furthermore, the

localised thinning always takes place at a depth between 12 to 15mm in case of cone forming. It is



believed that this is the most critical area during the process. With the increase of the wall angle, the

localised thinning becomes more and more severe, and finally leads to unexpected failure at a

certain wall angle. Experimental work has demonstrated that a wall angle of 70 to 71 degrees can be

considered as the maximum for the SPIF process for the used material with a thickness of 1.2mm.

When the initial sheet thickness increases, the maximum wall angle that can be achieved without

the occurrence of fracture also increases. For example, experimental observations show that the

maximum wall angle can reach 75 degrees for an initial thickness of 2.0mm for the same aluminium

alloy. An alternative in case of steep wall angle could be to use a two- pass or multiple pass strategy

to avoid the excessive thinning and achieve the final geometry [3,17]. This is not explored further in

this paper.

4.3. Strain History and Distribution

During the SPIF process, the deformation takes place locally as the tool moves contour by contour.

During one contour, only the material close to the contact area with the tool undergoes limited

deformation due to the small vertical step size. This small deformation accumulates over a series of

subsequent contours. For a cone with a certain wall angle, the strain depends on the position of the

material point on the sheet. In the present study, the plastic strain evolution is analyzed for the four

elements in the inner surface layer of the cone indicated in figure 3. During the simulation, these

four elements are subsequently affected by the movement of the tool: Element 1 (E1), which is

close to the blank outer edge, is the first element to undergo deformation. But the final strain only

reaches a limited level since it undergoes the tool action only during the first few contours. On the

contrary, Element 4 (E4), which is close to the center of the blank, is not affected by the tool during

the initial contours and the deformation takes place later in the process. As a result, the deformation

there only reaches a limited level before the process finishes. Elements 2 (E2) and 3 (E3), lying in

between, undergo the tool action for the maximum number of contours and consequently the strains

also reach the maximum value there. This phenomenon is synthesized in figure 6, which shows the

evolution of the accumulated equivalent plastic strain of the mentioned elements for a cone with a

50-degree wall angle.

As mentioned by Ambrogio et al. [11], the strain paths are characterized by a typical step-trend:

each strain increment is the direct consequence of the action of the tool as it passes a particular

element. In turn, no strain increment occurs when the tool continues its path along the same contour

far away from that element. This confirms the feature of localised deformation that characterizes the

SPIF process: a given material point undergoes its strain through progressive, small increments each

time the tool passes by. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the normal plastic strain components of

Element 3 in a local coordinate system having the local z-axis perpendicular to the blank surface

and the local x-axis parallel to the cone radial direction along the wall surface. Figure 8 illustrates

such a local coordinate system at a material point. This local coordinate system co-rotates with the

cone wall during the simulation. As shown in figure 7, the radial, circumferential and thickness

strain component correspond to the strain in the x, y and z direction respectively in the local

coordinate system. Although the absolute values of all three components increase stepwise during
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the process, it is noticed that the circumferential strain remains close to zero, which confirms that

the simplified plane strain assumption for an axisymmetric SPIF process is not far from the actual

behaviour.

It can be noticed from figure 7 that the deformation at each material point increases stepwise

through the SPIF process. However, within each contour the deformation mode is actually not

monotonic and strain path changes take place. This phenomenon is more obvious if we present the

whole deformation evolution in the way as shown in figure 9a, where only the radial and

circumferential plastic strain are presented. In this figure, the strain components of another element

(Element 3’ in figure 3) located at the same position as Element 3 but at the outer side of the cone

are also illustrated. Apparently the deformation shows a zigzag pattern which corresponds to the

movement of the tool towards the material point, passing it and finally moving away. Furthermore,

the behavior of the materials through the thickness is non-homogeneous during the process. Figure

9b shows the deformation evolution within one particular contour, for example, the 37th contour. t1
and t4 are the starting and ending moment of the deformation within the contour, respectively. This

means that at time t4 the deformation at this material point stops for this contour while the tool

continues to move further away from that point. The deformation will start again in the next contour

when the tool moves towards the point. t2 and t3 are the moments the strain path changes take place.

First, it is obvious that the strain level at the outer side is higher than that at the inner side up to this

contour, although at the end of the process the deformation through the thickness reaches almost the

same value. Secondly, it is clear that within the contour, there is always elongation in the radial

direction and thinning in the thickness direction.  In the cicumferential direction, for the material

close to the inner surface, it is first elongation from t1 to t2 and then changes to compression from t2
to t3 and finally elongation again from t3 to t4,, whereas, for the material at the outer side, the

deformation is first compression and then elongation before it changes to compression again, which

is just opposite to that at the inner side. This means that the material at a certain point undergoes a

deformation of elongation in the radial, thinning in the thickness direction and a kind of bending

and unbending in the circumferential direction while the tool passes by. The strain path changes

within one contour lead to the accumulation of the deformation and they are repeated contour by

contour until the tool is far away from that point. The deformation then reaches the maximum. As a

result, the accumulated von Mises equivalent plastic strain is not the same as the apparent one

derived directly from the strain components. The accumulated and apparent von Mises equivalent

plastic strain can be calculated respectively by equation (2), and (3):

 with       (2)

           (3)

where vmε&  is the von Mises equivalent plastic strain rate, pl
ijε&  the components of the plastic strain

rate tensor and pl
ijε  the components of the plastic strain tensor. The accumulated von Mises

equivalent plastic strain of one material point is much higher than the apparent one. Figure 10
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shows both predicted equivalent strains for different wall angles. The difference between these two

equivalent strains depends on the process parameters such as tool diameter and vertical step size.

The strain path changes and the resulting accumulated equivalent strain could influence the work

hardening behavior of the material during the SPIF process, which should be taken into account

during the simulation. The bending and unbending behavior reminds in a lower level the strains

imposed by a draw bead in classical deep drawing process. Their effect on material behavior is far

from being negligible.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates the process of single point incremental forming of a cone using the finite

element method. By simplifying the numerical model, it is possible to simulate the process so that a

better understanding of the deformation mechanism is achieved. Predicted results show good

agreement with experimental data for the geometry of the cone. Localised thinning is observed at a

high wall angle and can be well predicted. According to the simulation results, the material follows

a deformation mode of elongation in the cone radial direction, compression in the thickness

direction and a kind of bending and unbending behavior in the circumferential direction. Strain path

changes take place during the SPIF process, which do have a significant influence on the material

behavior, as will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
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Figure 1. Exploded view of forming fixture with a formed cone

Figure 2. Diagram of tool path from a side view

Figure 3. Initial and deformed mesh (E1 to E4: element 1 to element 4 in the inner surface layer
from the blank outer edge towards the center; E3’ same position as E3 but in the outer surface layer)

Figure 4. Inner surfaces of the formed cones with different wall angles

Figure 5. Thickness profiles of deformed cones with different wall angles (the open triangles,
diamonds and circles show the experimental results for the wall angles 50°, 60° and 65°,
respectively; the lines are the simulation results)

Figure 6. Deformation history during the SPIF process of a 50-degree cone (E1 to E4: elements
shown in figure 3)

Figure 7. The evolution of three normal plastic strain components in an element at the inner side of
a 50-degree cone (Element 3 in figure 3) during the SPIF process

Figure 8. Coordinate systems defined in the FE model (OXYZ: The fixed global coordinate system
with OX parallel to the 0-degree section of the initial sheet mesh and OZ normal to the initial sheet
surface. O1X1Y1Z1: A co-rotated local coordinate system assigned to a material point with O1X1

parallel to the cone radial direction at that point and O1Z1 normal to the sheet.)

Figure 9. The evolution of radial and circumferential plastic strain in elements at the inner (Element
3 in figure 3) and outer side (Element 3’) of a 50-degree cone during the SPIF process: (a) during
the whole process; (b) within the 37th contour (t1 and t4 are the moments the deformation starts and
stops within this contour; t2 and t3 are the moments the strain path changes take place)

Figure 10. Predicted maximum von Mises equivalent plastic strains for different wall angles
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